MIGRATION SERVICES
Application Migration to Azure
How to migrate your applications in an Agile way considering security?

With MDS Migration Services you can rest on having a secure environment on Azure before, during and after the migration. Our process aligns to Microsoft Frameworks like CAF and WAF, using Agile methodologies and top-tier experts.

Companies are looking for secure application migration processes. They are looking for Partners that consider a holistic point of view, taking security, efficiency, and performance into account.

A migration service should go beyond the migration, considering every aspect of your current and future environment to make sure you are prepared for success.

MDS Migration Services start with an assessment to review the current environment and how we can prepare it for the upcoming migration. While migrating, we use Microsoft tools and processes to ensure migration success.
Azure Migration Services

Our services provide a full migration experience, from assessing your current environment, configuring your Landing Zone, migrating your application with automated tools and scripts, and creating the process for continuous optimization.

1. AGILE MIGRATION PROCESS
   Our process is divided into waves that consider a holistic point of view for the application.

2. BEST TOOLS IN THE MARKET
   We use tools and automation in our process, during the assessment, migration and cutover.

3. MICROSOFT ALIGNED
   Our methodology aligns with Microsoft’s Frameworks like CAF and WAF, making sure that we are always following best-practices.
MDS Migration Services & AMMP

With the Azure Migration and Modernization Program from Microsoft, your app migration gets even better. As a Microsoft Partner, MDS can nominate your organization to get access to exclusive benefits from Microsoft to guarantee the migration success.

Cost-effective offers and incentives
Get access to funding from Microsoft which can be applied in Azure credits or implementation services.

In-depth assistance from FastTrack
Microsoft’s FastTrack engineers are able to assist with technical issues during the project.

Technical skill building
Get your team trained in Microsoft’s solutions like CAF, WAF, Azure Fundamentals, and more.
Customer success: Digicel

Digicel is a communications and media company with presence in over 25 countries and 7,200 users. They have over 42 datacenters in South America, Central America and Caribbean. MDS worked with Digicel to migrate the servers and applications in their datacenters to Azure and Azure Stack.

ASSESSED SOLUTIONS
MDS worked with Microsoft Solution Assessment team to assess Digicel’s servers and applications located in 42 different data centers using Movere and Cloud Pilot.

APP MIGRATION
MDS migrated over 1,250 applications, hosted in 6,400 virtual servers in Hyper-V, VMware and physical servers to Azure and Azure Stack.

AGILE MIGRATION
Using Azure DevOps, IaC and Terraform, MDS delivered the application migration efficiently.
Get your apps migrated with MDS

Call for more information: (646) 744-1000
Ask a question via email: contactus@mdsny.com
Learn more: www.mdsny.com